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UNIT 5: GEOGRAPHY 

Travel and Weather 
 

 
 

New Vocabulary 
limestone 
hit list 
spells 
bouts 
highlights 
 

Specialised 
Vocabulary 
crowd, town, pub, coast 
landscape, dales, coastal 
paths, countryside, open 
spaces, hills, cliffs, 
scenery, views, shore, 
peaks, parks, forest, spas,  
castle, national park 
 

Adverb + Adjective 
patterns 
unbearably cramped 
quickly far 
totally effortless 
undoubtedly the best 
 

 

 

Preparing to read: Do you think people are generally weather-
conditioned? When you plan a trip, do you usually take into 
consideration weather and climate? 
 

Spend a few days in London, and you feel unbearably cramped. But jump 

on a train, or drive a few hours, and you’ll quickly be far from the madding 

crowd, enjoying England’s wonderful coast and countryside. Come face 

to face with the elements on the wild cost of Northumberland, or for a more 

gentle landscape, go to the limestone dales of Derbyshire. Don’t miss the 

coastal paths and open spaces of Cornwall, head to the South Downs for 

rolling hills and check cliffs, visit the Cotswolds for classic English 

scenery, check out the picture-postcard views in Devon, commune with the 

wildlife, like these puffins on the Farne Islands off the shore of 

Northumberland or climb England’s highest peaks in the Lakes District 

National Park. To work up a sweat or just amble about, the national parks 

of England offer endless walking and cycling opportunities: check out the 

new forest or Dartmoor. For surfing, head for Newquay, then reach for the 

spas. Walk through gentle countryside in the Peak District National Park, 

test your climbing skills in the Exmoor National Park or cycle through 

North York Moors National Park, but don’t forget to stop and take in the 

views. Here’s a handy slogan to keep in mind while you’re planning your 

trip: travel in England is easy. Granted, it may not be totally effortless, but 

it’s a breeze compared to many parts of the world. In this compact country 

you’re never far from the next town, the next national park, the next pub or 

the next impressive castle on your hit list of highlights. Anyone spending 

time in England will soon sympathise with the locals’ obsession with 

weather. Generally, temperatures are mild and rain showers can fall any 

time; the key word is changeable-the weather can be bad one minute, great 

the next. Summer (June to August) normally gets the most sunshine, but 

there’ll be cloudy days too. Conversely, winter (November to February) 

may enjoy fantastic clear spells between bouts of snow, while spring 

(March to May) or autumn (September to October) can sometimes produce 

the best weather of the year. There are also wide variations over distance: 

southern England might be chilly, while the north enjoys a heat wave. Be 

prepared for anything and you won’t get a surprise. With all that in mind, 

May to September is undoubtedly the best period to travel in England. July 

and August are the busiest months (it’s school holiday time), especial in 

coastal towns, national parks, and historical cities such as Oxford, Bath and 

York. April and October are marginal, but can be a good opportunity to 

avoid crowds, although some hotels and attractions close from mid-October 

to Easter, and Tourist Information Centres (TICs) have limited opening 

times. For winter visits, London and the big cities are an exception- they’re 

busy all the time and there’s such a lot to see that the weather is immaterial. 

Besides, you’re almost as likely to have a damp day in June as you are in 

January. 

David ELSE et alii, England, Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd, 2005, p. 9-13. 
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Section I 
VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES 
 

I. SPECIALISED VOCABULARY. Look at the Specialised Vocabulary 
section and find in the reading text adjectives that describe each of the 
mentioned words. Write down a list with short associations:  
  
 
 
 

Specialised 

word 

Adjectival association Specialised 

word 

Adjectival association 

1. crowd madding crowd 11.cliffs  
2. town  12.scenery  

3. pub  13.shore  
4. coast  14.views  

5.landscape  15.peaks  

6. dales  16.parks  
7. paths  17.forest  

8. spaces  18.spas  
9. hills  19.castle  

10. countryside  20.national 

park 
 

 

II. GAPPED PARAGRAPH. Find verbs for the following words in your text and fill in the 
paragraph below: 
 

………………..a few days  in England and ………………..extraordinary. ………………..on a train, 

or ………………..a few hours and you’ll ………………..far from the madding crowd, 

………………..fabulous landscapes. ……………….. the wild cost  or  ………………..to the 

limestone dales for a more gentle landscape. ………………..the coastal sceneries, ………………..to 

the sea or ……………….. English great villages. ………………..with the wildlife, or 

………………..England’s highest peaks. Just ……………….. the national parks of England  which 

……………….. endless walking and cycling opportunities . ………………..for surfing, then 

………………..for the spas……………….. gentle countryside in the Peak District National Park, 

………………..your climbing skills or ………………..through other national parks 

to………………..the views. 

 

 

 

III.  WEATHER PHRASES. Look for words or phrases expressing weather and climate 
conditions and write a short weather forecast about England. First note down the words/phrases 
weather-centred from your text in the grid below: 
1……………………….2………………………..3……………………….4……………………………

5……………………….6…………………….......7………………………8…………………………… 

9………………………10………………………..11……………………12…………………………… 

13……………………...14……………………….15……………………16………………………........ 

 

Now be a weather forecaster. Say your forecast and write it down. 
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Section II   
LANGUAGE FOCUS 

 I. ADVERB + ADJECTIVE PATTERNS. Fill in the gapped text with the 
following structures taken from your text: totally effortless, quickly far, 
unbearably cramped, undoubtedly the best. (See G: IV) 
 

If you don’t want to feel (1), catch a gig at one of London’s innumerable 

music venues or get to know the locals in London’s pubs. You can also 

experience Liverpool’s vibrant drinking and entertainment scene, which is 

(2) and be (3) away from the present time and see the Yellow Submarine in 

this city still famous for Beatles connections. Feel the youth and energy of 

Manchester, then it may not be (4) but it’s worth doing: take in the old and 

the new in Bath or mix with the hip crowd in happening Brighton and Hove. 
 

(Adapted from David ELSE et alii, England, Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd, 2005, p. 3-9.) 
 

II. MAKING SUGGESTIONS/PROPOSALS/INVITATIONS WITH THE INFINITIVES. You will hear 
an invitation to visit different places in England. Note down all the infinitives in the listening 
comprehension, the places you have been invited to and the things you can do there. (See G: X) 
 

INFINITIVES PLACES TO GO THINGS TO DO 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   
 

III. IF-CLAUSES. (See G: XII) 
A. Read your text once again and make up sentences using the three types of conditional 
according to the model: 

a. Expressing real condition: You will feel unbearably cramped, if you spend too many days in 

London. 

b. Expressing improbable condition: If I had time, I would jump on a train or I would drive a 

few hours. 

c. Expressing impossible condition: If you had liked to go far from the madding crowds, you 

would have gone to that coastal resort with him, but you wouldn’t. 
 

B. Now fill in with the appropriate conditional and say what kind of condition it expresses: 
 

1. Anyone who (spend) time in England will soon sympathise with the locals’ obsession with weather. 

2. If you (like-neg.) crowdy cities avoid July and August since both are the busiest months of the year.  
3. If I (like) to see a gentle landscape, I (go) to the limestone dales of Derbyshire, but I wanted 

something a bit wilder. 

4. You (can) commune with the wildlife, if you (have) some days off this year. 

5. If she (want) to test her climbing skills, she (go) in the Exmoor National Park. 

6. They (miss, neg.) the coastal paths, if they (visit) Cornwall this month. 

7. If we (be) interested in climbing England’s highest peaks, we (go) to the Lakes District Park. 

8. If you (want) endless walking and cycling opportunities, (chose) England’s national parks. 

9. He (head) to the South Downs for rolling hills if he (have) a little spare time for himself. 

10. If they (want) to reach for the spas, they (set off) for Newquay last night.  
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Section III  
TEXT STRUCTURE 

I.  MAKING AN OFFER. ORGANISING WRITTEN TEXT. Write a 
paragraph giving practical advice about travel in England. Use 
imperative instead of conditional to express an order or a suggestion 
and organise all the sentences in a short paragraph focused on an 
attractive tourist offer.  (See G: C) 
 

 

Model: If they wanted to reach for the spas, they would set off for Newquay. 

To reach for the spas, set off for Newquay. While spending time in England……………………… 

 

1. Anyone who (spend) time in England will soon sympathise with the locals’ obsession with weather. 

2. If you (like-neg.) crowdy cities avoid July and August since both are the busiest months of the year.  

3. If I (like) to see a gentle landscape, I (go) to the limestone dales of Derbyshire, but I wanted 

something a bit wilder. 

4. You (can) commune with the wildlife, if you (have) some days off this year. 

5. If she (want) to test her climbing skills, she (go) in the Exmoor National Park. 

6. They (miss) the coastal paths, if they (visit) Cornwall this month. 

7. If we (be) interested in climbing England’s highest peaks, we (go) to the Lakes District Park. 

8. If you (want) endless walking and cycling opportunities, (chose) England’s national parks. 

9. He (head) to the South Downs for rolling hills if he (have) a little spare time for himself. 

10. If they (want) to reach for the spas, they (set off) for Newquay.  

 
 

II. ESSAY WRITING: A COMPARE AND CONTRAST ANALYSIS.  You will find in the table below 
some differences between various regions of England. Write a short compare/contrast essay 
according to the details given below. (See G: H) 
 

CONTRAST ASPECTS 

face the elements on the wild cost of 

Northumberland 
go to the limestone dales of Derbyshire, a more 

gentle landscape 
coastal paths and open spaces of Cornwall rolling hills and check cliffs in the South Downs 
see classic English scenery in Cotswolds commune with the wildlife 
check out the picture-postcard views in Devon climb England’s highest peaks in the Lakes 

District National Park 

work up a sweat just amble about 

endless walking cycling opportunities 

walk through gentle countryside test your climbing skills in the Exmoor National 

Park 

cycle through North York Moors National Park stop and take in the views 

it may not be totally effortless it’s a breeze compared to many parts of the world 

bad one minute great the next. 

 
III.  COMPARE AND CONTRAST ESSAY. Write a compare and contrast essay about another 
country you know. (See G: H) 


